November 13, 2017
The Honorable Betsy DeVos
Secretary, U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20202
RE: Docket ID ED–2017–OS–0078
Dear Secretary DeVos,
On behalf of the National Coalition on School Diversity, 1 we are writing to provide
feedback on the Department of Education’s proposed supplemental priorities for
competitive grant programs, published in the Federal Register on October 13, 2017. 2
We were surprised and dismayed to see the proposed elimination of supplemental
priorities related to the promotion of racial and socioeconomic diversity in our nation’s
public schools, 3 and we urge you to reinstate this crucial priority that would expand
parents’ ability to choose integrated schools for their children. In an increasingly diverse
nation that exhibits ever-sharper divisions along racial, ethnic, socioeconomic, social, and
political lines, the decision to eliminate priorities that encourage school integration,
intergroup contact, and the reduction of prejudice makes little sense.
For all the reasons discussed below, we strongly encourage the Department to reevaluate
and amend “Proposed Priority 1 – Empowering Families to Choose a High-Quality
Education that Meets Their Child’s Unique Needs” to ensure that these strategies
promote public school diversity and do not exacerbate student isolation.
Reinstate Priorities for Promoting School Diversity
While the demographics of America’s public schools continue to grow more racially and
ethnically diverse, our students are increasingly educated in classrooms settings as
segregated as they were in 1970. 4 Taking action to curb this disturbing trend is
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imperative, as recent federal research from the Government Accountability Office
indicates rates of student isolation continue to rise. 5 Segregated schools contribute to a
number of negative academic and social outcomes, including an increased performance
gap and depressed graduation rates for low-income students and student of color. 6 On the
positive side, decades of research show that diverse, integrated educational environments
support higher student achievement in math, science, and literacy, increased rates of high
school graduation and college attendance, stronger critical thinking skills, and more
positive school climate. 7
Supporting locally driven school diversity programs would not be inconsistent with the
Department’s stated goals in the proposed priorities document, and in fact would
contribute to meeting many of those goals. For instance, diverse schools would help the
Department achieve goals set forth in Proposed Priority 2 (improved outcomes), 8
Proposed Priority 4 (fostering knowledge and promoting the development of skills that
prepare students to be informed, thoughtful, and productive individuals and citizens), 9
Proposed Priority 6 (promoting STEM), 10 Proposed Priority 7 (promoting literacy), 11
Proposed Priority 9 (promoting economic opportunity), 12 and Proposed Priority 10
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(improved school climate and safety). 13 Explicit recognition by the Department of the
value of voluntary school integration as a competitive grant priority would serve to
ensure the success of these other named priorities.
Include Civil Rights Safeguards for the School Choice Priority
The Secretary’s proposed priorities place significant emphasis on support for school
choice initiatives. While no research demonstrates a consistent improvement in student
outcomes related to participation in school choice programs, 14 evidence does
demonstrate that unstructured, free-market school choice programs do result in greater
socioeconomic and racial isolation of students. 15
We urge the Department to re-evaluate the need for special emphasis on school choice
programs in the proposed priorities for competitive grant programs. However, if the
Department continues to include this priority, we urge recognition of the significant body
of research that indicates many programs of school choice, including both charter schools
and private school vouchers, can have a segregative impact on students. 16 In light of the
potential for school choice programs to exacerbate segregation and poverty
concentration, we urge the Department of Education to ensure all existing and new school
choice grant programs receiving federal dollars include safeguards to prevent further
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isolation of our most vulnerable students, including district-wide impacts in “sending”
districts, and to adopt measures ensuring grant proposals that have a positive effect on
student integration will receive preference in funding.
Specifically, we recommend the following guidelines for existing and new federal grant
competitions as a method of ensuring federal funds do not exacerbate segregation of
students by race, socioeconomic background, language ability, or disability status.
•
•

•

•

Existing and new grant competitions for school choice programs should place a
priority on applicants that propose to increase integration along the lines of race,
disability status, socioeconomic background, and language ability.
Existing and new grant competitions for school choice programs should include
additional funding for tracking and reporting the impacts of federally funded
interventions on both sending and receiving schools or districts with regard to
student demographics, including but not limited to race, disability status,
socioeconomic background, and language ability.
In analyzing impacts on “sending” schools and districts, the comparison to be
made is between the demographics of students leaving, and students remaining in
the school or district across each subgroup; for example, if the proportion of
children with special needs is lower among moving children, the analysis would
indicate that the transfers are having a concentrating or segregating effect on the
sending school or district.
Grantees that cannot demonstrate an integrative or neutral impact on student
demographics in sending and receiving schools or districts as a result of their
school choice program, following a set period of time, will have an opportunity to
assess and address shortcomings in their federally funded program. If grantees
cannot demonstrate an integrative or neutral impact on the next review of their
intervention, further federal funding should be withheld.

The NCSD would support the Department’s efforts to ensure that its competitive grant
programs support diverse educational environments, improved student outcomes, and
avoid further isolation our nation’s most at-risk students.
If you have any questions regarding the above suggestions please do not hesitate to
contact us at school-diversity@prrac.org.
Sincerely,

Philip Tegeler
Michael Hilton
Poverty & Race Research Action Council
on behalf of the National Coalition on School Diversity
Washington, DC
202-360-3906
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